Bring Your Own Device
What is BYOD?
BYOD (Bring your own Device) is a phenomenon propelled by the mass adoption of mobility devices,
such as smartphones and tablets; and it is driving demand for access to private, commercial wireless
networks. This surge in access by unsecured devices leads to a multitude of IT security challenges:


Providing secure access to the network



Protecting the network from malware



Scaling the network to meet demand



Ensuring an optimized Wi-Fi experience

What do you need for “Bring Your Own Device” to be effective?
Mobile devices are an attractive choice for employees, as they help in increasing productivity and
flexibility; yet provide a cost effective option for enterprises. While more and more organisations are
adopting the new initiative of “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD), IT organisations are facing challenging
issues such as preserving network integrity, securing user access, and controlling wired and wireless
networks.
An effective BYOD solution should deliver an access-agnostic solution that leverages a universal security
and compliance policy across wired and wireless devices; while reducing the IT burden with an easy-touse self-registration process.
It also should integrate with your current infrastructure management tools to ease deployment. In
addition, you require a solution that provides adequate visibility of network traffic and application usage
for capacity planning and compliance reporting.

Codec-dss work with leading vendors including HP, Cisco and Microsoft in delivering solutions that can
help companies plan, manage and support their IT environment.

What makes Codec-dss uniquely able to assist companies can be summarised below:


Our partnership with HP as their leading Irish partner



Our Microsoft Gold partnership with specialist skills in delivering solutions around the cloud
(Office 365), CRM and In-Tune



A team of 75+ certified individuals qualified in all the major technologies

For further information on Wireless Infrastructure solutions; please email info@codecdss.ie

